Current concatenative morphological analyzers consider prefix, suffix and stem morphemes based on lexicons of morphemes, and morpheme concatenation rules that determine whether prefix-stem, stem-suffix, and prefix-suffix concatenations are allowed. Existing affix lexicons contain extensive redundancy, suffer from inconsistencies, and require significant manual work to augment with clitics and partial affixes if needed. Unlike traditional work, our method considers Arabic affixes as fusional and agglutinative, i.e. composed of one or more morphemes, introduces new compatibility rules for affix-affix concatenations, and refines the lexicons of the SAMA and BAMA analyzers to be smaller, less redundant, and more consistent. It also automatically and perfectly solves the correspondence problem between the segments of a word and the corresponding tags, e.g. part of speech and gloss tags.
Introduction
Natural language processing (NLP) applications require the use of morphological analyzers to preprocess Arabic text (Benajiba et al., 2007; Habash and Sadat, 2006) . Given a white space and punctuation delimited Arabic word, Arabic morphological analyzers return the internal structure of the word composed of several morphemes including affixes (prefixes and suffixes) and stems (Al-Sughaiyer and Al-Kharashi, 2004) . They also return part of speech (POS) and other tags associated with the word and its constituent morphemes. For example, for the word
• The L p and L x lexicons contain redundant entries and that results in complex maintenance and consistency issues (Maamouri et al., 2008; Kulick et al., 2010b ).
• Augmenting L p and L x with additional morphemes, such as d aa (the question glottal hamza), may result in a quadratic explosion in the size of the lexicons (Hunspell, 2012) .
• The concatenated forms in L p and L x contain concatenated POS and other tags. The segmentation correspondence between the prefix concatenated from several morphemes and the tags associated with it is lost. In several cases, this leads to missing correspondence between the tokens of the morphological solution and the segmentation of the original word.
In this paper we make the following contributions. More details about this paper and the supporting tools are available online 1 .
• We build a novel Arabic morphological analyzer with agglutinative affixes and fusional affix concatenation rules (R pp and R x x ) using textbook based Arabic morphological rules as well as the concatenation rules of existing analyzers. Agglutinative affix morphemes can be concatenated to form an affix. Fusional affix concatenation rules state whether two affixes can {NOT "Pref-0" AND NOT "NPref-La" AND NOT "PVPref-La"} {$2}
be concatenated and contain a regular expression that forms the resulting orthographic and semantic tags from the tags of the original morphemes (Spencer, 1991; Vajda) .
• We solve 197 and 208 inconsistencies in the existing affix lexicons of BAMA and SAMA, respectively. We evaluate our approach using the ATBv3.2 Part 3 data set (Maamouri et al., 2010) and report on the effect of our corrections on the annotations.
• We solve the correspondence between the morphological solution and the morphological segmentation of the original text problem where we report perfect results, while a SAMA post-processing technique (Maamouri et al., 2008) reports 3.7% and MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009 ) reports 9.6% disagreement using the ATBv3.2 Part 3 data set (Maamouri et al., 2010) .
Our method
Our method considers three types of affixes:
• Atomic affix morphemes such as ¥u y (he/it) can be affixes on their own and can directly connect to stems using the R ps and R s x rules.
• Partial affix morphemes such as ¥ s (will) can not be affixes on their own and need to connect to other affixes before they connect to a stem.
• Compound affixes are concatenations of atomic and partial affix morphemes as well as other smaller compound affixes. They can connect to stems according to the R ps and R s x rules.
We form compound affixes from atomic and partial affix morphemes using newly introduced prefix-prefix R pp and suffix-suffix R x x concatenation rules.
Our method, unlike conventional analyzers, considers L p and L x to be lexicons of atomic and partial affix morphemes only associated with several tags such as the vocalized form, the part of speech (POS), and the gloss tags. Agglutinative affixes are defined as prefix-prefix R pp and suffix-suffix R x x concatenation or agglutination rules. An agglutination rule r ∈ R pp ∪ R x x takes the compatibility category tags of affixes a 1 and a 2 and checks whether they can be concatenated. If so, the rule takes the tags of a 1 and a 2 and generates the affix a = r(a 1 , a 2 ) with its associated tags.
The tags of r(a 1 , a 2 ) are generated from the corresponding tags of a 1 and a 2 via applying substitution rules.Our rules are fusional in the sense that they modify the orthography and the semantic tags of the resulting affixes by more than simple concatenation.
We illustrate this with the example rules in Table 2 . Row 1 presents a rule that takes prefixes with category NPref-Li such as Ë li-(for) and prefixes with category NPref-Al such as Ë d (the).
The substitution rule replaces the Ë d with Ë resulting in ÊË li-. The compound prefix ÊË corresponds to the fusion of two atomic prefixes and the fusion is one character shorter than the concatenation.
Row 2 states that prefixes of category Pref-Wa can be concatenated with prefixes with categories that are neither of Pref-0, NPref-La, and PVPref-La categories as denoted by the Boolean expression. The resulting category is denoted with {$2} which means the category of the second prefix. For example, ð w (and) which has a category Pref-Wa, can be combined with È dāl (the) with the category NPref-Al, and the resulting compound prefix È dð wāl has the category of the second NPref-Al. This category determines concatenation with stems and suffixes.
The third rule uses a wild card character ' * ' to capture substrings of zero or more characters in the second category. The in the resulting category, it refers to the i th substring captured by the wild cards using the '@' operator followed by a number i. Substitution rules for gloss and POS tags start with the letters d and p, respectively. The +2 pattern in the substitution rule means that the partial gloss to should be appended after the gloss of the second affix.
Our method is in line with native Arabic morphology and syntax textbooks (Mosaad, 2009; AlRajehi, 2000b,a) which introduce only atomic and partial affixes and discuss rules to concatenate the affixes, and the syntax, semantic, and phonological forms of the resulting affixes. For example, Row 3 in Table 2 translates the textbook rule: IVPref-li-prefixes connect to imperfect verb prefixes and transform the subject pronoun (in the gloss) to an object pronoun. We built our rules in four steps.
include extensive checking on the creation of these INPUT STRING tree tokens, or will leave out completely such tokens."
Our method provides a general solution for the segmentation correspondence problem since the valid compound affixes preserve the input text segmentation. In particular, a partial affix È Al/DET connects to the atomic affix È li/PREP and resolves the problem.
Redundancy and Inconsistencies. Consider the partial affix lexicon in Table 1 . Our method replaces the first five rows with three atomic affix morphemes and one partial affix morpheme in L p and three rules to generate compound morphemes in R pp . In the original representation, the addition of the prefix u ya-(them/both) required the addition of four entries, three of them only differ in their dependency on the added u ya-. The addition of ð w required the addition of five entries. In our method, the equivalent addition of u ya-(them/both) requires only two rules in R pp and the addition of ð w requires only one additional entry in L p . The difference in lexicon size is much larger when we consider the full lexicon.
We discovered a total of 197 and 208 inconsistencies in the affix lexicons of BAMA version 1.2 and SAMA version 3.2, respectively. We found a small number of these inconsistencies manually and we computed the full list via comparing L p and L x with their counterparts computed using our agglutinative affixes. Most of the inconsistencies are direct results of partially redundant entries with erroneous tags. We note that SAMA corrected several BAMA inconsistencies, but also introduced several new ones when modifying existing entries to meet new standards. SAMA also introduced fresh inconsistencies when introducing new entries. The full list of inconsistencies with description is available online 1.
Related work
Other morphological analyzers such as ElixirFM (Smrž, 2007) , MAGEAD (Habash et al., 2005) , and MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009 ) are based on BAMA and SAMA and use functional and statistical techniques to address the segmentation problem. (Lee et al., 2011) uses syntactic information to resolve the same problem. A significant amount of the literature on Arabic NLP uses the Arabic Tree Bank (ATB) (Maamouri and Bies, 2004) with tags from BAMA and SAMA for learning and evaluation (Shaalan et al., 2010; Benajiba et al., 2007; Al-Jumaily et al., 2011) .
Several researchers stress the importance of correspondence between the input string and the tokens of the morphological solutions. Recent work uses POS tags and a syntactic morphological agreement hypothesis to refine syntactic boundaries within words (Lee et al., 2011) . The work in (Grefenstette et al., 2005; Semmar et al., 2008) uses an extensive lexicon with 3,164,000 stems, stem rewrite rules (Darwish, 2002) , syntax analysis, proclitics, and enclitics to address the same problem. We differ from partial solutions in (Maamouri et al., 2008; Kulick et al., 2010b) in that our segmentation is an output of the morphological analysis and not a reverse engineering of the multi-tag affixes.
TOKAN in the MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009 ) toolkit works as a post morphological disambiguation tokenizer. TOKAN tries to match the output of MADA, an SVM morphological disambiguation tool based on BAMA and the ATB, with a segmentation scheme selected by the user. We differ in that the segmentation is part of the morphological analysis and the segmentation can help in the disambiguation task performed later by the NLP task. We perform morpheme based segmentation, which subsumes all possible higher level segmentation schemes.
The morphological analyzer (Attia, 2006) divides morphemes into proclictics, prefixes, stems, suffixes and enclitics and supports inflections using alteration rules. We differ in that we support vocalization and provide glosses for individual morphemes. 
Results
The |L p |, |L x |, |R pp |, and |R x x | entries in Table 3 report the number of rules and the sizes of the affix lexicons needed to represent the affixes of BAMA and SAMA. The entries also report the effect of agglutinative affixes, fusional rules, and grouping of rules with similar patterns using wildcards on the size. Using our method, we only require 226 and 323 entries to represent the 917 and the 2,270 entries of BAMA and SAMA affixes with inconsistencies corrected, respectively. We observe that we only need 12 more entries in L p , 42 in L x , 18 rules in R pp , and 64 in R x x for a total of 136 entries to accommodate for the transition from BAMA to SAMA. This is one order of magnitude less than 1,353 additional entries to SAMA. We also note that we detect most of the inconsistencies automatically and only needed to validate our corrections in textbooks and corpora.
Segmentation. We evaluate our segmentation under the guidelines of the ATBv3.2 Part 3, compared to a SAMA post processing technique (Maamouri et al., 2008) , and to MADA+TOKAN (Habash et al., 2009) . Our automatically generated segmentation agrees with 99.991% of the entries. We investigated the 25 entries for which our solution disagreed with the LDC annotation of the ATB, and we found out that both solutions were valid. SAMA+ (Maamouri et al., 2008) reports at least a 3.7% discrepancy after accounting for normalizations of several segmentation options. TOKAN disagrees with 9.6% of the words. It disregards input diacritics and performs segmentation based on the POS entries of the morphological solutions in a similar approach to (Maamouri et al., 2008) . Since TOKAN is not concerned with the correspondence problem, it serves as a baseline.
Augmentation. The question clitic, denoted by the glottal sign (hamza d a ), is missing in BAMA and SAMA (Attia, 2006) . ∆ hmz L and ∆ hmz R columns show that our method only requires one more atomic affix and one more fusional rule to accommodate for the addition of the question clitic whereas BAMA and SAMA need 295 and 1,296 additional entries, respectively, with more chances of inducing inconsistencies.
Lexicon inconsistencies. To evaluate how much lexical inconsistencies are significant we evaluated the presence of the detected inconsistencies in the ATBv3.2 Part 3 and found that 0.76% of the entries that adopted the SAMA solution were affected by the gloss inconsistencies. The rest of the entries have manually entered solutions. In total 8.774% of the words and 3.264% of the morphological solutions are affected by inconsistencies in gloss and POS tags. Finally, our analyzer automatically solves the 7 ATB occurrences of the question clitic.
